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Abstract 
In the context of the reduction of traffic-related noise the research reported in this paper contributes to the 

development of low noise tyres. 

Two measurement techniques have been analyzed for exterior noise radiation characterization of a loaded 

rotating slick tyre on a rough road surface. 

On one hand sound pressure measurements at low spatial resolution with strategically placed microphones 

on a half-hemisphere around the tyre/road contact point have been performed. This technique provides a 

robust solution to compute the overall sound power level. 

On the other hand sound intensity measurements at high spatial resolution by means of a scanning 

intensity probe, LMS Soundbrush, have been performed. This technique allows a more detailed spatial 

visualization of the noise radiation and helps in getting more insight and better understanding of the 

acoustical phenomena. 

1 Introduction 

Exposure to traffic-related noise is an important problem in nowadays developing and developed 

countries. According to a World Health Organization report [1], traffic-related noise accounts for a 

significant amount of healthy years of life lost annually in European countries. The report points out the 

evidence on the relationship between environmental noise and health effects. The most significant health 

effects include heart attacks and cardio-vascular diseases [2], stress induced by sleep disturbance and 

annoyance, as well as cognitive impairment in children [3]. 

Vehicle noise is one of the contributors to traffic-related noise. Currently, vehicle type approval noise 

limits are enforced by UNECE Regulation 51.02 in the UNECE member countries, including the 

European Union. In order to further reduce vehicle noise a new regulation, Regulation 51.03, has been 

proposed and is expected to be put in place by the end of 2014. The proposal is based on a new test 

method [4] and foresees significant lower vehicle noise limits. For M1a vehicles, representing 99% of the 

current car population, limits will be lowered in 3 phases from 72 dB(A) in 2016 to 68 dB(A) in 2024, 

affecting roughly 85% of the current car population [5]. 

Tyre/road noise is one of the sources of vehicle noise which becomes important for driving speeds above 

approximately 40 km/h for passenger cars. Potential large tyre/road noise reductions can be achieved from 

the development of low noise road surfaces. The research reported in this paper contributes to the 

development of low noise tyres and is the result of collaboration between KU Leuven, LMS (that recently 

became Siemens Industry Software NV) and Goodyear. 
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In the present work, two measurement techniques are analyzed for exterior noise radiation characterization 

of a loaded rotating slick tyre on a rough road surface. Both measurement techniques allow the spatial 

visualization of the noise radiation on a half-hemisphere around the tyre as well as the computation of the 

overall sound power level. The first measurement technique (section 2) is based on sound pressure 

measurements at low spatial resolution. It uses a more traditional ISO microphone setup. The second 

measurement technique (section 3) is based on sound intensity measurements at high spatial resolution. It 

uses a sound intensity scanning probe, the LMS Soundbrush. Finally, both measurement techniques are 

compared (section 4) in terms of advantages, disadvantages and specificities.  

2 Sound pressure measurements – low spatial resolution 

This section discusses a first technique, based on sound pressure measurements, to characterize the 

exterior noise radiation of a loaded rotating slick tyre on a rough road surface. In this technique, sound 

pressure microphones are strategically placed in a half-hemisphere around the tyre. The measurements and 

analyses have been performed in full conformity with the procedures of International Standard ISO 3745-

1997 (E) [6]. The following paragraphs discuss the standard applied to our tyre/road noise case as well as 

the results. 

2.1 Setup 

The setup consists of test environment, source under test and instrumentation. 

The test environment is a semi-anechoic room of the Goodyear Innovation Center Luxembourg. The 

basement of the semi-anechoic room is equipped with a drum of radius 1,5 m. The drum simulates the 

road; its surface is a rough road replica. A rig allows loading a tyre on the drum. Absorbing foam of 

thickness 10 cm (significant absorption from 850 Hz onwards) is placed on the rig to prevent sound 

reflection and/or amplification by the rig. For further reference, an axis system is defined, as shown in 

Figure 1. The origin is chosen to be in the centre of the tyre/road contact. The XY-plane corresponds to 

the reflective plane with the X-axis pointing towards the trailing edge and the Y-axis pointing away from 

the rig. Consequently the Z-axis points up, towards the ceiling of the semi-anechoic room.  

The source under test is a slick tyre of size: 205/55 R16. The tyre is mounted on an alloy rim. The tyre 

operating conditions are, speed: 60 km/h, load: 4000 N, inflation pressure: 2, 2 bar. A warm-up of 20 min 

allows to measure under steady-state conditions. The minimum distance of the source under test and the 

walls of the semi-anechoic room is 3 m and its volume is 0,02 % of the test room volume. 

The instrumentation consists of a set of microphones placed on a hemisphere centred around the tyre/road 

contact point. To ensure free-field conditions, the hemisphere radius is 1,5 m, which is more than 4 times 

the average distance of the source from the reflecting plane and not less than 1 m as prescribed by the 

standard. Per default, an array of 10 defined microphone positions builds up the hemisphere. However, in 

the case of a slick tyre and assuming symmetric road texture excitation, the assumption of symmetric 

noise radiation about the XZ-plane is valid. Therefore it is sufficient to use only a half-hemisphere 

(instead of full hemisphere). Consequently the number of microphones reduces to 7 (instead of 10). The 

spatial resolution is rather low since only a few microphones are used. Figure 1 gives a schematic 

overview of the microphone positions and Table 1 lists the coordinates. Figure 2 shows corresponding 

pictures of the setup in the semi-anechoic room. 

The microphones are 13 mm (1/2 inch) microphones. An acoustic calibration of +/- 0,2 dB is applied over 

the frequency range of interest. The measurement length is 60 s. 
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Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the microphone positions, r = 1,5 m. 

 
 

Table 1 lists the coordinates of the microphone positions. Unit is [m] for all but θ which is in [°]. 
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Figure 2 shows the setup in the semi-anechoic room. 

 

2.2 Results 

The results are sound pressure levels of the individual microphones, Lpi, as well as the sound power level, 

Lw. 

Figure 3 shows sound pressure levels of the individual microphones (1/3
rd

 octave band, A-weighted). They 

provide a spatial visualization of the noise radiation on a half-hemisphere around the tyre. Differences and 

similarities show between the microphones. As expected all microphones show a peak around 1000 Hz 

due to the coincidence of different effects such as road surface texture geometry spectrum, horn 

amplification and A-weighting [7]. The horn amplification is especially apparent for Mic 1 and 6 in the 

vicinity of respectively leading and trailing edge. These microphones also show increased sound pressure 

levels for the 200 and 315 Hz 1/3
rd

 octave bands, probably due to first and second order bending waves of 

the tyre structure in this frequency range. Mic 1 has the highest overall sound pressure level.  The overall 

sound pressure level is about 1,5 dB less for Mic 2 and 6, 3dB for Mic 5 and 9 and 4dB for Mic 8 and 10, 

towards the top of the hemisphere. Comparison between leading and trailing is difficult in this case since 

the microphone positions are not symmetric with respect to the YZ plane. The interpretation of the spatial 

visualization is somewhat limited compared to the measurements discussed in section 3. 
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Figure 3 shows sound pressure levels of the individual microphones (overall and 1/3
rd

 octave band, A-

weighted). 

The main goal of this ISO standard however is to serve as a method for determining the sound power 

levels of machines and equipment. The sound power level is computed in two steps. In a first step 

(Equation 1) the individual sound pressure levels are weighted by the relative area of the half-hemisphere 

they are associated with. Note that the relative area associated with the individual sound pressure levels 

for the microphones in the ZX plane is half compared to the ones not in this plane. The result is the so-

called surface sound pressure level, 

 

              

 

 
      

      

 

   

                                                              

 

with  

Lpsurf  = surface sound pressure level [dB, ref.: 20 μPa] 

Lpi  = sound pressure level of microphone i [dB, ref.: 20 μPa] 

Si  = partial area of half-hemisphere associated with microphone i 

S  = πr
2
, total area of half-hemisphere 

N  = number of microphone positions. 

 

 In a second step (Equation 2) the sound power level is computed, assuming free-field conditions, 

 

                                                                                      

with 

Lw  = sound power level [dB, ref.: 1 pW] 
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S0  = 1 m
2
 

C  = correction term only if atmospheric conditions differ significantly from θ = 20 °C      

and ρ = 10
5
 Pa, which is not the case. 

 

Figure 4 shows sound power levels (overall and 1/3
rd

 octave band, A-weighted) radiated through the half-

hemisphere computed by means of both measurement techniques. The figure shows a strong 

correspondence between the results of both measurement methods. The sound power level for individual 

1/3
rd

 octave bands differs on average by 0,5 dB. The overall sound power level differs by 0,2 dB. 

 
  Figure 4 shows sound power levels radiated through the half-hemisphere resulting from both 

measurement techniques (overall and 1/3
rd

 octave band, A-weighted). 

3 Sound intensity measurements – high spatial resolution 

This section discusses a second technique, based on sound intensity measurements, to characterize the 

exterior noise radiation of a loaded rotating slick tyre on a rough road surface. In this technique, a sound 

intensity probe scans a half-hemisphere around the tyre. The following paragraphs discuss the setup as 

well as the results. 

3.1 Setup 

The setup consists of test environment, source under test and instrumentation.  

The test environment and source under test are the same as discussed before. All detailed information can 

be found in section 2.1. 

The instrumentation consists of a sound intensity scanning probe, called LMS Soundbrush. LMS 

Soundbrush is a technology that allows visualizing stationary noise radiation in 3D while measuring. It 

consists of a handheld probe with a sound intensity sensor and a tracking position camera system, as 

shown in Figure 5. The combined system permits to visualize on-line the measured noise while moving 
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the probe around the test object under investigation. The spatial resolution is rather high since a large 

number of measurements on different locations is made. 

The 3D sound intensity sensor, manufactured by G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration, is a solid sphere with four 

phase-matched microphones in tetrahedron configuration [8]. It allows the visualization of the noise 

radiation using sound intensity vectors. More detailed information on the sound intensity sensor can be 

found in Appendix at the end of this paper. 

The 3D position of the probe is measured with an optical position tracking system. The probe comprises 

an illuminated sphere with 45 mm diameter which is continuously tracked by a camera. During set-up, the 

colour of the sphere is automatically adjusted to provide the highest contrast with the environment. The 

3D orientation of the probe is measured with an inertial platform consisting of accelerometers and 

gyroscopes. The accuracy of the 3D position tracking system is 3 to 5 cm for a distance of up to 1,5 m 

from the camera. The tracking speed of the camera is between 10 and 25 frames per second depending on 

the light conditions (darker environments require longer camera exposure time). The workable area is 2,5 

by 2 m at 2,5 m distance from the camera [9].  

The probe is used to scan a hemisphere with a radius of 1,5 m centred around the tyre/road contact point. 

Note that in contrast to the main application fields
*
 of the probe, the added value of measuring intensity 

instead of pressure is small since free-field conditions apply. The assumption of symmetric noise radiation 

about the XZ-plane is valid in the case of a slick tyre and assuming symmetric road texture excitation. 

Therefore only a half-hemisphere is scanned (instead of full hemisphere). Sound intensity is measured at 

each tracked position. The camera is moved in different locations in order to scan completely the half-

hemisphere surface. Figure 6 presents an example of sound intensity vectors measured at 2 camera 

locations. The direction of the sound intensity vectors clearly shows the noise radiated from the rotating 

tire. The colour of the intensity arrows represents the overall sound intensity levels in the frequency range 

from 100 Hz to 4 kHz. Low sound intensity levels are depicted with dark blue, while the red arrows 

display areas of high intensity levels. Frequency band limited sound intensity levels can also be displayed. 

 

 

                            

Figure 5 shows the LMS Soundbrush handheld probe with the sound intensity sensor (on the left) and the 

camera used for the tracking position system (on the right).  

                                                      
*
 The main application fields are sound source localization (understand where the noise comes from), leak detection (measure the 

efficiency of an enclosure to shield from noise sources within or outside the enclosure) and sound propagation (investigate how 

the sources interact and propagate into the far-field). The on-line 3D data visualization allows an immediate and quick 

interpretation of the measurement data enabling an efficient acoustic troubleshooting [10]. 
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Figure 6 shows sound intensity vectors measured while scanning the half-hemisphere at 2 camera 

locations. 

3.2 Results 

The results are individual sound intensity levels over the half-hemisphere, LIj, for each position j, as well 

as the sound power level, Lw. 

Figures 7 a) - c) show sound intensity levels over the half-hemisphere for each consecutive 1/3
rd

 octave 

band (A-weighted). The figures are obtained by interpolating the measured sound intensity over the half-

hemisphere. They provide a spatial visualization of the noise radiation on a half-hemisphere around the 

tyre and clearly show how the radiation pattern changes over the consecutive 1/3
rd

 octave bands. Noise 

radiation in 3 different regions can be distinguished: leading edge, side and trailing edge radiation:  

 Leading edge radiation: 

 

 Noise radiation is dominant compared to other regions from 500 to 1000 Hz. The sound 

intensity level in the leading edge region is on average 2-3 dB higher compared to the trailing 

edge region in this frequency range.  

 The orientation of maximal radiation in the leading edge region changes from θL = 150 deg at 

500 Hz to θL = 180 deg at 1250 Hz.  

 The horn effect is apparent from 800 Hz to 1250 Hz. The sound intensity level in the leading 

edge region reaches a maximum at 1000 Hz. 

 

 Side radiation: 

 

 Noise radiation in the side region is pronounced from 500 to 1000 Hz. The sound intensity 

level drops from 1250 Hz onward with 7-8 dB compared to leading and trailing edge region. 

 No horn effect amplification is apparent for the side region. 

 

 Trailing edge radiation: 

 

 Noise radiation is dominant compared to other regions from 1250 Hz onward. The sound 

intensity level in the trailing edge region becomes on average 3-4 dB higher compared to the 

leading edge region.  

 The orientation of maximal radiation in the trailing edge region changes from θT = 45 deg at 

630 Hz to θT = 0 deg at 1250 Hz.  

 The horn effect is apparent from 800 Hz to 1250 Hz. The sound intensity level in the leading 

edge region reaches a maximum at 1000 Hz. 
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Figure 7 a) shows sound intensity levels over the half-hemisphere for consecutive 1/3

rd
 octave bands with center 

frequencies fc from 100 to 315 Hz (A-weighted). 

 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 
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Figure 7 b) shows sound intensity levels over the half-hemisphere for consecutive 1/3

rd
 octave bands with center 

frequencies fc from 400 to 1250 Hz (A-weighted). 

 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 
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Figure 7 c) shows sound intensity levels over the half-hemisphere for consecutive 1/3

rd
 octave bands with center 

frequencies fc from 1600 to 4000 Hz (A-weighted). 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 

5 dB(A) 5 dB(A) 

5 dB(A) 
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It is also possible to compute the sound power level radiated through the half-hemisphere from the sound 

intensity measurements. In a first step (Equation 3) the partial sound power levels are computed, 

 

                                                                                                

 

with     the magnitude of the normal sound intensity component measured at position j on the half-

hemisphere surface, and    is the area of the segment of surface associated with position j. In a second step 

(Equation 4) the sound power level is computed as the sum of the partial sound power levels, 

 

      

 

   

                                                                                     

 

where N represents the total number of segments over the measurement surface. 

Section 2, Figure 4 shows sound power levels (overall and 1/3
rd

 octave band, A-weighted) radiated 

through the half-hemisphere computed by means of both measurement techniques. The figure shows a 

strong correspondence between the results of both measurement methods. The sound power level for 

individual 1/3
rd

 octave bands differs on average by 0,5 dB. The overall sound power level differs by 0,2 

dB. 

4 Conclusions 

Two measurement techniques have been analyzed for exterior noise radiation characterization of a loaded 

rotating slick tyre on a rough road surface. 

Sound pressure measurements at low spatial resolution with strategically placed microphones provide a 

robust solution to compute the overall sound power level. However, the measurement technique represents 

a limitation in terms of a detailed spatial visualization of the noise radiation. 

In this context LMS Soundbrush, a sound intensity scanning probe, offers the most suited solution. The 

3D representation of the noise radiation in a half-hemisphere around the tyre/road contact helps in getting 

more insight and better understanding of the acoustical phenomena. It clearly shows how the noise 

radiation pattern changes over the frequency range.  

Further investigation can be performed in the near field at tyre/road contact in order to characterize the 

noise radiation pattern in the close vicinity of the leading and trailing edge. 
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Appendix: measurement with LMS Soundbrush – sound intensity: 
 

The sound intensity sensor from G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibrations consists of four phase-matched 

microphones in tetrahedron configuration mounted in a rigid sphere with a diameter of 30 mm. Figure 8 

shows the sensor. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8 shows the sound intensity sensor from G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration. 

The sound intensity vectors along the x, y and z axes in the local coordinate system of the sensor antenna 

can be computed in frequency domain from the sound pressure measurements p1(t), p2(t), p3(t) and p4(t) by 

using Equation 5,  

 

          
 

        
        

                                                                   

 

where the      
    represents the cross-power spectrum between the averaged microphone pressures for 

each orthogonal direction defined by the vector   , Δr( ) is the spacer distance between the microphones 

considering the diffraction effects due to the presence of the sphere; o is the air density. Averaged 

microphone pressures along each orthogonal axis are computed by using Equation 6: 

 

 

 

 

(6) 

 

 

 

 

The magnitude of the resulting sound intensity vector can be obtained using Pythagoras’s theorem 

(Equation 7).  

 

           
       

        
                                                                          

 

One of the major sources of error for a p-p sound intensity sensor configuration is represented by the finite 

difference approximation error. It occurs at high frequency where a straight line cannot be representative 

of the sound wave travelling between the microphones. Therefore an error is introduced in the sound 

intensity magnitude and normally this error is dependent on the sound incidence angle. 
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The unique property of the G.R.A.S. tetrahedron probe is represented by the angle independent finite 

difference approximation error, such that the magnitude of the sound intensity vector can be compensated 

for all orientations of the probe with the sinc function, as in Equation 8. This allows performing accurate 

sound intensity measurements in a large frequency range, well above the upper frequency limit of a 

traditional probe with the same spacer distance. 

 
         

 
  

            

      
                                                                       

 

The magnitude of the sound intensity vector has an accuracy of 1 dB in the frequency range 100 Hz - 4 

kHz. The direction errors become larger with increasing frequency. At 4 kHz, the maximum direction 

error is 10 degrees, with a standard deviation error of 2.5 degrees between all the wave incidence angles 

measured around the intensity sphere. Therefore it’s recommended not to use the probe above 4 kHz. 
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